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Camp Devens Mass
May 22, 1918.
Dear Bro.
I received your letter and
was sure glad to hear from you.
I am surprised that you folks
got only one allottment [sic] in 3 months
but I will get mine straightened
out so do not worry. I heard from
Amanda again and she sent me
a bunch of smoking, and she is
going to work at the Arsenal.
Say Rob I got my comfort fund
the other day and it sure came
in handy, a fellow can surely
appreciate that fund when he
needs it. Well Rob I read about
that train and auto accident, in
the Hawkeye that I got from Al
Aspelmeyer and I sure was
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surprised to hear that it was
them little girls. I guess there
was some sorrow when that
happened and they surely got my
sympathy.
Well Rob I guess you will have
plenty to do this Summer at least
I hope so, and I sure wish you
all the success in the world in
your Course and in all you do.
Have you gone fishing yet? you
want to take advantage of all
the fishing you can [[superscript]] get [[/superscript]] before they
get you for you will learn to
appreciate that sport after they
get you. I hope they won’t get
you, but it looks like they will
need plenty more. I saw in the
Hawkeye that Oscar Moehn was
being held for service, They sure will
take that sissiness out of him, for
believe me this is sure a mans [sic] game.
[[underscore]] Say Rob, do not write any more
until you hear from me [[/underscore]] so I
will close for this time. with love.
to all.

Your Bro
Varnie T. Lindstadt

